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Mind, Body & Soul of a Woman She loves herself and loves life - here's how she does it

In January 2010, Patricia Anaya launches what for her is a labor of love:
brainywoman.com and brainywoman en español –a virtual community for
people of all ages, from all walks of life, to connect with others of like mind, to
express personal life stories, to share a good laugh along the way, to shop for
fun products and relevant services and to explore new ways of improving selfesteem. Now, brainywomen everywhere enjoy a special bond: Love Yourself! Tell
the World You're Pretty, Sexy Smart!
Patricia's creativity knows no bounds and her life's mission is blossoming; as
2011 unfolds, she is launching more fantastic ways to explore the brainywoman
in you.
The Three Powers
Patricia has written her first graphic novel for children! The Three Powers is the
story of Iken, who is sad because his friends at school are bullying him. One day,
Iken stumbles upon an old book and he learns of The Three Powers: the Power
of Love, the Power of Words and the Power of Faith. After his discovery, nothing
is the same in Iken's life; he knows The Three Powers and how to use them. "I
intend The Three Powers to be the first of a book series," Patricia reveals, "and
I'm focusing on distributing it in schools."
I'm Happy! – the GAME of my life!
Introducing a board game your family and friends can have fun playing! For
anyone who has the desire to be happy and get the life they really want, Patricia
has developed I'm Happy – the GAME of my life! Created for two to seven
players, the object is to be the first player to get all seven game pieces by
completing a set of exercises correctly and on time. "The winner then affirms
how and why their life is so happy," Patricia says. The game teaches how to find
the easiest way to be happy every day. "What do you really enjoy doing? What
kind of life do you want to live? Be clear about what you really want in your life,"
she adds.
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What do you have
planned for 2011? hare it
with us - we'll get you
published in
brainywoman Stories!

brainywoman Café
Meet Patricia in person for a meeting of happiness! She is launching the first of
her public speaking engagements with brainywoman Café, a very casual
conversation among 10 to 15 women to share experiences and learn from each
other. "I'm helping people to increase self-esteem, love themselves and find
happiness inside them, that special part that they have forgotten," Patricia says.
"Learn how to create the life you deserve by focusing your words, thoughts,
feeling and emotions."
-Janet Muniz
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Fashionista Woman She's got a style all her own

What makes you happy? Share it
in brainywoman Stories and
we'll get you published!

NO W O R R I E S ,
ACCESSORIZE HAPPY!

Jonathan Adler

95% chic + 5% happy = the decorative nirvana that is Happy chic.
Jonathan Adler is a design company "dedicated to bringing style, craft, joy and
a general feeling of grooviness to your home."
The New Jersey-born artist sprung from the womb with a desire to throw pots –
create pottery with a potter's wheel – but he tries the Hollywood life first, working
at a New York talent agency as a "real job." After three long years, Jonathan
returns to his first calling – nabbing an order from Barney's for his handmade
creations. And it's happy, happy from here … with furniture collections, interior
design projects, bedding, towels, stationery and designs …store openings across
America …a stint on Bravo's Top Design reality show. Designing a real life Malibu
Dream Home to celebrate Barbie doll's 50th birthday. And this past fall, he
launched a very accessible line called Happy chic, characterized by his bright
aesthetic seen throughout handcrafted designer pottery, modern furniture,
contemporary lighting, decorative pillows, custom wool rugs and "all things
cheeky." Gifts, too.

brainywoman.com

Jonathan even has a manifesto for happy chic, which he details in his first book,
My Prescription for Anti-Depressive Living, a funny, practical read that's "part
style bible, part decorating guide and part self-help book." In November 2010, he
débuted two additional books dedicated to Happy chic, full of more pleasing
design tips.
"As a purveyor of happy chic home decor," the company says, "we maintain a
commitment to impeccable craftsmanship and panache to keep your home
happy."
Happy chic can keep you happy, too.
-Janet Muniz

brainywoman.com
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Woman Traveler She seeks out adventure in every corner of the globe

"Not all those who wander are lost." -J.R.R. Tolkien
In May 2010, The Lost Girls: Three Friends.
Four Continents. One Unconventional Detour
Around the World hit bookstores in the
States. The process of turning the travel tales
of Jennifer Baggett, Holly C. Corbett and
Amanda Pressner into a travel memoir took
almost exactly four years … and a lifetime.
Almost exactly a quarter-lifetime.
At a crossroads in their twenties (we've all
been there, haven't we?), the three friends
make a pact to quit their high pressure New
York media jobs and leave behind the
familiar, on a year-long search for unknown
adventure and inspiration. "We shared our
experiences with other aspiring vagabonds on
our website," they say. After that, the book
deal was signed, yet their website,
LostGirlsWorld.com had already taken off.
Since its launch, Lost Girls World is arguably
the premiere travel and lifestyle website for
young women. "Our readers turn to us as a
trusted source of advice and information on
ways to fit adventure and exploration into
their everyday lives," they say. "They’re
seeking to fuel and fulfill their wanderlust, and
are inspired by stories of other Lost Girls
currently on the road and living out their travel
wish-lists."
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"Despite having creative gigs that
fueled our passions, we were frustrated
that we'd let our careers become our
identities. Who wants to date a woman
already married to her job?"
Many young women are plagued with doubts
about the paths they choose – you may even
say they're a little – lost. Yet after trekking to
South America, Africa, the Middle East, India,
Southeast Asia, New Zealand and other
places, The Lost Girls got to know
themselves a little – better. Now, Bruckheimer
TV and partner Warner Bros. TV are planning
to produce a pilot for a potential new series to
air on the ABC Television Network based on
their book and blog.
For now, The Lost Girls have promised to
travel together once a year for the rest of
their lives. And they're committed to inspiring
lost girls the world over to take that leap of
faith and plan it. Buy that ticket. And let the
Universe be your guide.
-Janet Muniz
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Woman + Mate She shares her life with the ones she loves

"Girls! It's O.K. to be Pretty & Smart!"

Shernetta Calton has a brainywoman heart.
What starts out as a little "girl time" with her
three-year-old daughter Hannah turns into family
fun time, resulting in a new business that
creates cute, collectable accessories for girls.
"Hannah and her big brother, Caleb, love eating
popsicles but hate throwing away the sticks,"
Shernetta explains. "When my husband Mark
and I noticed how determined the kids are to
keep their popsicle sticks, we became equally
determined to make them fun and interactive!"

brainywoman.com

What posh craze are youainn toS?tories
Write about it for brainywblomished!
and we'll get you pu

Inspired by Hannah's charming girlish style,
Shernetta starts Pretty Smart LLC to make what
she calls "the world's first popsicle stick fashion
accessories" that she hopes will be the newest
cool tween craze. Poshsicles™ hair accessories
convert into cool stationary/memo magnets,
made especially for girls. "Posh up your locker,
the 'fridge and your closet," she says, "because
it's okay to be pretty and smart, girls!"

All Poshsicles have smooth, hidden magnets
built in and can be used to frame photos or
dazzle up and add glamour to any space a girl
calls her own. The patent pending designer
Poshsicle stick magnets are made from 100%
recycled materials, "so little designer divas can
do their part to keep Earth looking pretty, too!"
Since then, Shernetta's children have inspired all
of her collections, and finding new ways to use
them. They snap them onto metal hair barrettes;
swap the sticks to fit any mood or outfit;
decorate any metal surface; frame photos; trade
them with friends … it's the latest "scrap-sticking
craze!"
Now, Hannah and all Pretty & Smart girls
everywhere are brainywomen in the making …
just like Shernetta herself.
-Janet Muniz

brainywoman.com
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brainywoman of the Month She's Pretty, Sexy and Smart!

Have you
found your
calling?
Write for
brainywoman
Stories
– we'll get
you published!

How does a tomato-loving farmer's daughter, disco era college grad,
television writer/producer and marketing professional find her way to
becoming a United Methodist pastor?
Deborah Coble Wise starts college in Memphis, TN as an agriculture major,
but quickly switches to communications. She lands in Atlanta, GA working for
a television station, where she meets her future husband, Steve.
While in Atlanta, Deb also works for Turner Broadcasting in creative services.
"I loved it," she says. "I met some great folks, being part of a team of very
smart, young creative types … I wasn't nearly as smart, but it was cool to be
part of it all." Hardly! This is where I meet Deb, and I know her to be kind,
thoughtful and very creative, indeed!
In fact, she later works at Turner's premiere station, TNT, on great projects
like the 50th Anniversary of Gone with the Wind, starting a family along the
way. After mothering four children and spending nearly 20 years in the
television broadcasting industry from Atlanta to Colorado Springs to
Waterloo, Iowa … after age 40, Deb starts thinking, Is this it? Is this all there
is to my life?
"From the time I was little, service was a really important part of who I was,"
she says. So after one of her spiritual leaders asks, "Deborah, have you ever
considered entering the ministry?" - she does.
"The thought helped me to re-think who I am, and what I am created to
become," she says. "My focus in this season of my life is to be a good mom."
And then some. After much soul-searching, Deb attends seminary at the
University of Dubuque and is now the "second career" pastor at Trinity United
Methodist Church in Waverly, Iowa. And along this way, Deb helps with
tornado and flood relief in her home state and travels to Mexico, serving on
mission trips.
"So there you have it; nothing exotic or even extraordinary," she explains.
"Sometimes we need a reminder to try and see the world as God sees the
world -His good creation. When we do, we are more likely to see that we are
part of something bigger and better than we can even imagine."
-Janet Muniz

brainywoman.com
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Business Woman She has the mind of an entrepreneur and the heart to succeed

THE POWER TO CHANGE OUR LIVES
UNFOLDS FROM WITHIN

Sandra Boissier

A NGEL E NERGY S OARS
Sandra Boissier is an angel channel who comes
from a gifted healing lineage. "I was born Sandra
Alicia Baragiola in Buenos Aires, Argentina on
September 12," she says. "That makes me a
Virgo with a Taurus rising and Sagittarius Moon.
Gotta know your stars when you have to navigate
Earth." Her new company, Angel Energy, is
breathing fresh air into the kind of media
messages we are hearing today. Instead of
sensationalizing tragedies, Angel Energy spreads
healing and empowering information right on our
smart phones, iPads and computers by focusing
on what is right in the world.
Using film, radio, podcast and other forms of
modern technology, Sandra's goal is to heal the
world through mass media. Angel Energy
recently launched a newsletter called A Positive
Ripple Effect Magazine. "Angel Energy is quickly
blooming into a 'new thought' media company
that is all about the creation of life-enhancing

NEW

entertainment that's accessible and empowering,"
Sandra explains. She has also launched a video
series on positive Cultural Creatives on Angel
Energy's YouTube channel. Along with practicing
angelic alchemy, Sandra's professional
background includes a career in the American
entertainment industry.
"As a soul choice, being a healer is a magical
contract to undertake," she says. "I bring Angel
Energy- which is pure, unfiltered light and love
onto the Earth. With all my heart, I cherish my
connection to the Angels, for they have
endlessly provided me with radiant, unconditional
love and powerful support."
In time, Sandra intends her inspiring vision to
redefine the media industry with inspired content
that invokes a personal revolution and
progressive action for all mankind.

MEDIA COMPANY FOCUSES

ON POSITIVE MESSAGES
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Write an article
for b r a i n y w o m a n S t o r i e s and
we'll get you published!
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brainywoman Stories She's got great things to say
My friend introduced me to a simple concept that has had a very powerful
effect on nearly every aspect of my life. Everywhere I go I carry my Idea
Journal with me. It is small, so it can be tucked into my purse or carried
inconspicuously in my hand.
What is an idea journal?
It is a place to jot any free flowing thoughts or ideas that pass through my
brain as I experience life. I write notes while I read the paper. I take note of
synchronicities. If my intuition speaks to me, I write it down. Later in the day
at my desk, I review what I have written. If I have projects currently brewing
in a particular area, I tear out the page, and file it appropriately. When time
allows, I will take 15 minutes and do a web search on one of the areas of
interest, seeing what takes root further.
The most important part of my Idea Journal is I have an easily accessible
depository for ideas, theories and random thoughts that flow through my
brain. As I make associations, I write them down. It has relieved much of my
brain clutter, clearing cobwebs from my thought process on a regular basis.
Collecting random thoughts, beginnings of embryonic articles, noting basic
observations of life. Vignettes. An occasional stanza of poetry. The Idea
Journal is a launching pad of creativity.
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Something we all need.
In reading, How to Think Like Leonardo da Vinci by Michael Gelb, I
discovered that da Vinci himself had a fifteenth century version of an idea
journal as well. This, I would think, is inspiration enough to begin carrying an
idea journal. Simply to see if you, too, can gain insights and knowledge in
unexpected places.
The Idea Journal is like a continual brainstorm. It is a place where you can
rain thoughts and ideas from the ridiculous to the sublime. You do not have
to worry if your thoughts make any sense at all; like in brainstorming, you are
simply seeing where your thoughts take you without attachment to each
thought's particularly "brilliant" quality. Simply thinking it, writing it down and
observing where it takes you is dazzling enough.
Your task for today? Purchase a notebook that can fit in your planner,
backpack, purse or among the other books you carry with you. Then start
using it.
-Julie Jordan Scott is a Certified Life Purpose Coach.
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Photo of a sunset in San Diego, CA courtesy of Kelly

Free from everything …
No stress, No traffic, No to-do list, No chores, No people, No noise...
I can breathe, I can feel the air on my face,
Everything is beautiful in every direction ...
nothing ugly, only me ... can feel ... pain and joy and god's presence!
Free
- Kelly, brainywoman.com subscriber

